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This paper presents the most comprehensive analysis and comparison of the most-

known multimedia group and inter-stream synchronization approaches. Several types

synchronization techniques. A classification of the main synchronization techniques

included in most of the analyzed algorithms complements the paper. Finally, a table is

presented summarizing the main characteristics of each analyzed algorithm according

to those techniques and other critical issues.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, we have seen a spectacular growth
of the distributed multimedia real-time systems, most of
them characterized by one or several sources transmitting
(unicast or multicast) multimedia streams to one or several
receivers, playing one or several of the streams. Multi-
media systems are characterized by the computer-controlled
integration of the generation, communication, processing
and presentation of different media streams. These media
streams can be divided into two categories: continuous
and static (or non-continuous). Continuous media, e.g.
video and audio, have well defined temporal relationships
between subsequent Media Data Units1 (MDUs). Static
media, e.g. text, slides, images and graphics, have no
temporal properties within themselves. Blakowski and
Steinmetz [1] defined multimedia system as ‘that system

or application supporting the integrated processing of several
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dia or medium unit

tream granules (unit
types of objects or information, being at least one of them

time-dependent’.
A distributed multimedia presentation (DMP) inte-

grates multiple media streams, e.g., audio, video, image,
and text media, and possesses timeliness requirement
of media units with respect to the presentation. DMP
systems require flexibility and good quality of service
(QoS) for multimedia data presentations. To ensure
flexible and satisfactory presentations of multimedia data,
collaborations between servers (sources), network and
clients (receivers) must be carefully designed to retrieve
the data from the disk (or database) and transfer the data
to the client (receiver).

Due to the time dependency between the different
media objects, a coordination and organization in time
of the different information streams is needed. Such a
process of maintaining the temporal relationship and
guaranteeing a time-ordered presentation between the
MDUs of one or several media streams is called the
multimedia synchronization process. In this paper we
use the multimedia synchronization concept to refer to
the process of integration, in the presentation instant
(playout point), of different types of media streams
(continuous and/or static). Hereafter, we will use the term
‘synchronization’ to refer to that concept. On the other
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hand, we use the term multimedia synchronization
algorithms for protocols or solutions including the
functionalities of maintaining the temporal relationships
and guaranteeing a time-ordered presentation of one or
several media streams. The solutions for synchronization
use different techniques to coordinate the temporal and
spatial object ordering, once the different media types
have specific performance requirements.

Synchronization can be distinguished on different
levels of abstraction. Event2-based synchronization must
ensure a proper orchestration of the presentation of
distributed multimedia objects. A multimedia object
may be, for instance, a news cast consisting of several
media objects, like audio and video. On a lower level,
continuous synchronization or stream synchronization
copes with the problem of synchronizing the playout of
the data streams [2]. The classical example of stream
synchronization is the synchronization between the audio
stream and the associated lip movements in a speech (in
this case a very accurate synchronization is required
between both streams’ playout processes), which is called
lip-synchronization or lip-sync [3–5].

In continuous synchronization, we also can distinguish
the temporal and MDUs relationships according to the
use of either live or syntactic synchronization [1]. In
the former case, the capturing and playback must be
performed almost at the same time; in the latter case,
samples are recorded, stored and played out at a later
point of time. Live synchronization exactly reproduces the
temporal relations made during the capturing process,
while synthetic synchronization artificially specifies the
temporal relations. Teleconferencing [6,7] is an example
of a live synchronization application, while synthetic
synchronization is often used in retrieval-based systems
to rearrange multimedia objects to produce new com-
bined multimedia objects (for example, video on demand
(VoD) applications [5]). Temporal models allow specifica-
tion of the temporal relations and operations of multi-
media objects. These models can express complex
operations by combining simple operations such as
parallelized media streams, serialized multimedia objects
and simple independent multimedia objects [1]. For live
synchronization, the tolerable end-to-end delay is in the
order of only a few hundred milliseconds. Consequently,
the size of the elastic buffer must be kept small, and we
can find trading-off requirements for jitter compensation
against low delay for interactive applications. Synthetic
synchronization of recorded media streams is easier to
achieve than live synchronization: higher end-to-end
2 An event is an occurrence in time that can be instantaneous or can

occur over some time period [61].
delays are tolerable, and the fact that sources can be
influenced proves to be very advantageous. For example,
it is possible to adjust playback speed or to schedule
the start-up times of streams as needed. However, as
resources are limited, it is desirable for both kinds of
synchronization to keep the required buffers as small as
possible [8].

In temporal synchronization we can distinguish be-
tween intra-stream (or intra-media) synchronization,
inter-stream (or inter-media) synchronization and group
(or inter-destination) synchronization. The distinction
between these three types of synchronization will allow
us to identify the different techniques or mechanisms to
achieve them.

Intra-stream synchronization deals with the main-
tenance, during the playout, of the temporal relationship
within each time-dependent media stream, i.e. between
the MDUs of the same stream. As an example, we can cite
the temporal relationship between MDUs of a video
sequence. If we suppose the video was captured at a
generation rate of 25 frames/s, each frame has to be
displayed during 40 ms in the visualization device. In
Fig. 1, synchronization requirement is shown for a video
sequence showing a jumping ball. When reaching the
receiver, the MDUs will be stored in a reception buffer to
be able to guarantee the intra-stream synchronization.
It will be necessary to guarantee the existence of MDUs in
the buffer during the playing process (avoiding buffer
underflow situations—starvation) and/or to guarantee that
the buffer is not full when new MDU arrive (avoiding
buffer overflow situations—flooding). Moreover, the play-
out process should be able to consume the MDUs with the
same appropriate rate.

On the other hand, inter-stream synchronization
refers to the synchronization, during the playout, of the
playout processes of different media streams (time-
dependent or not) involved in the application. An example
of the temporal relationships between media streams in a
multimedia application is shown in Fig. 2 (display-time
bar char of a presentation’s temporal schedule). It shows
a playout starting with a video, followed by an audio
sequence and several static images (slides), and, when all
these sequences finish, there is an animation with related
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audio comments. In this case, first, intra-stream synchro-
nization is also needed, and then, during the playout,
some actions to correct possible deviations between
playout processes should be taken to guarantee inter-
stream synchronization.

As examples of inter-stream synchronization, we can
cite lip-synchronization (lip-sync, [3–5]) as explained
above, the synchronization between static images (slides)
and an audio sequence describing the slides, etc. For
example, if a presentation of video and audio streams is
conducted without enforcement of synchronization, jitter
will gradually accumulate between both streams. Such
jitter may severely affect the performance of the pre-
sentation, especially in applications where speech is
involved. Thus, the synchronization of multiple media
streams becomes an essential prerequisite to any success-
ful multimedia presentation application.

Manvi and Venkataram [9], present an inter-stream
synchronization classification with three types: point,
real-time continuous and adaptive synchronization. Point
synchronization realizes that the start/completion time
of the MDUs of the streams is synchronized with a certain
specified synchronization point between the streams. In
real-time continuous synchronization, MDUs are synchro-
nized with a real-time axis. In adaptive synchronization,
for example, the presentation time of the MDUs can be
adjusted at regular intervals with change in network
delays to reduce the losses.

From this point of view, we can also define a multi-
media presentation as a set of media streams upon which
synchronization constraints are specified on the display
operations to enforce both intra and inter-stream con-
straints.

Apart from the above types of synchronization, in
multicast communications, we can find another type of
synchronization, called group or inter-destination syn-
chronization, involving the synchronization of the play-
out processes of different streams in different receivers, at
the same time, to achieve fairness among the receivers.
We can cite the example of teleteaching applications in
Fig. 3. Group sync
which a teacher could send (multicast) a video sequence
(documentary or film—stored content stream) and, during
the session, sometimes the teacher could make occasional
comments about the video (live content stream). Network
quizzes are other examples, in which the same multi-
media question must appear at the same time to all the
participants to guarantee fair play. In the first example, a
simultaneous playout of the streams is important for both
stored content and live content streams. Even if we only
send the video stream (documentary or film), each video
MDU (frame) should be played simultaneously in all the
receivers (students) and then the students could comment
the video content with other students. To guarantee that
the initial playout instant (the playout beginning or
starting point) should be the same for all the receivers.
Once the playout processes have started simultaneously in
each receiver, the temporal relationships between MDUs
of the same stream should be maintained by the intra-
stream synchronization process for that media stream.
Nevertheless, due to the difference between end-to-end
delays (due to different network delays, different con-
sumption rates of the different receivers, etc.), resynchro-
nization processes will be needed to maintain the
receivers synchronized (group synchronization). In Fig. 3,
we can see the playout of the above jumping ball
sequence, synchronized in all the receivers.

In [10–16] another kind of synchronization (and
solutions for it) is presented (interactive synchronization)
for interactive distributed multimedia applications
(IDMP). In some of these applications, VCR-like user
interactions allow users to modify the presentation
configuration at any time during the presentation. Typical
user interactions include fast forward (FF), reverse (RR),
skip and pause/restart the playout. There is a special
difficulty in providing such user interactions due to the
fact that they are issued dynamically and unpredictably
during the presentation, which complicates the synchro-
nization control.

The maintenance of temporal relationships within a
stream or among the multimedia streams usually depends
hronization.
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on the following parameters, which can be tackled either
individually or in an integrated manner [9]:
�
 Network delays: The delays experienced by the MDUs
in the network to reach its receiver, which varies
according to network load.

�
 Network jitter: It denotes the varying delay that stream

packets experience on their way from the sender to the
receiver network I/O device. It is introduced by
buffering in intermediate nodes. It refers to the delay
variations of inter-arrival of packets at the receiver
because of varying network load.

�
 End-system jitters: Delay variations in presentation at

the receiver because of varying workstation load and
protocol processing delays. It refers to the variable
delays arising within the end-systems, and is caused by
varying system load and the packetizing and depack-
etizing of MDUs with variable size, which are passed
through the different protocol layers.

�
 Clock skew: The clock time difference between the

sender and the receiver.

�
 Clock drift: The rate of change of clock skew because of

temperature differences or imperfections in crystal
clocks.

�
 Rate drift: Change in generation and presentation rates

because of server and receiver load variations.

�
 Network skew: Time difference in arrival of temporally

related packets of streams, which is a differential delay
among the streams.

�
 Presentation skew: Time interval in which the tempo-

rally related packets of the streams are presented.
Difference

Time

Stream A

Packetizing

Prot layers

Transm. buffering

Network

Clock and rate drifts

Network skew

Capturing

Depacketizing

Prot layers

Buffering

Presentation skew

End-to-end Delay
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Fig. 4. Delays experienced by two in
Jitter is commonly equalized by the use of elastic buffers
at the receivers (there are lots of buffering techniques).

Capture, reproduction and presentation of continuous
media is driven by end-system clocks, but due to
temperature differences or imperfections in the crystal
clock, their frequencies can differ over a long period of
time. The result is an offset in frequency to real time and to
other clocks, which causes rate drifts. The problem of clock
drift can be coped with by using time-synchronizing
protocols within a network (for example, using the
Network Time Protocol (NTP) or Global Positioning System
(GPS) devices). Otherwise, if the problem of clock drift is
neglected, buffer overflow (flooding) or buffer underflow
(starvation) at the receiver will appear over a long period of
time. The effect of clock drift is also known as skew, which
is defined as an average jitter over a time interval.

Usually, networks are dynamic and have changing
network conditions, not introduced by jitter, which are
referred to a variation of connection properties (for example,
an alteration of the average delay or an increasing rate of
lost MDUs). These effects strongly depend on the QoS the
underlying network can provide.

Apart from the network delay, MDUs also experience
delay due to packetizing/depacketizing, the processing
through the lower protocol layers, and the buffering at the
transmitter and receiver sites. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative
delay of two independent streams whose generation
starts at the same time. Due to the different delays, the
MDUs of the two streams (generated at the same time)
would not be played out simultaneously if no synchroni-
zation techniques were used.
Stream B

Packetizing

Prot layers

Transm. buffering

Network

Clock and rate drifts

Network skew

Capturing

Depacketizing

Prot layers

Buffering

Presentation skew

End-to-end Delay
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dependent media streams [8].
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Synchronization mechanisms are needed to cope-up
with all the above problems to ensure the time ordering of
the stream/s and to maintain the presentation quality.
Furthermore, the synchronization mechanism has to be
adaptive regarding changes of the network conditions and
to source drop-outs, which are a realistic assumption
when using non-real-time operating systems.

There are lots of intra-stream synchronization solu-
tions most of which try to avoid receiver buffer underflow
and overflow problems. In [17], a comparative survey
between intra-stream synchronization techniques can be
found.

Over the last few years, new techniques have been
developed to improve synchronization in multimedia
systems, such as fixed and mobile agent-based techniques
[9,18] and aspect-oriented programming-based techni-
ques [19].

This paper is only focused on multimedia group and
inter-stream synchronization techniques. We present the
basic characteristics of them and analyze and compare
qualitatively many of the solutions proposed in the
past.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section several past classifications found in the
literature are presented which represent the basis of our
classification. In Section 3, we present, as an example to
make the understanding of the paper easier, a proposal
developed by the authors to guarantee group and inter-
stream synchronization using standard protocols. Section 4
presents the description and classification of the most
common techniques for synchronization used by the
studied solutions. In Section 5, a comparison table
between those solutions (chronologically ordered, to
indicate their appearance in time) is shown, according
to several critical issues, very related to multimedia group
and inter-stream synchronization. Finally, the paper ends
by presenting our conclusions and the references.
2. Background

As far as we know, a common classification scheme for
synchronization approaches does not exist. Most of the
studied synchronization mechanisms are either applica-
tion-specific or try to cover synchronization on a more
abstract level independent of the application at hand.
Surveys of multimedia synchronization mechanisms can
be found in [8,16,20–23].

For this study, we have consulted the patterns in those
references, followed by some authors in the past to
compare multimedia synchronization techniques. In this
work and henceforth the relation between algorithm/
solution and techniques is the following: an algorithm can
involve several control techniques.

Ehley et al. [21] present an early classification of the
multimedia synchronization algorithms, grouping them in
two synchronization schemes: distributed (in a network
environment) and local (inside a workstation). Köhler and
Müller [16] present another classification based on several
factors: clocks (globally synchronized clocks and locally
available clocks), synchronization mechanism location
(it can be performed either at the sender or the receiver
of continuous media information, but sender control
requires some kind of feedback) and synchronization
control techniques (only two are considered: clock
frequency adjustment and skip and/or pause actions).

In [8,16], only three classification criteria (time,
location and method) are used to summarize some
solutions, which are systematized graphically in a 3D
cube, with each criterion in a different axis. The solution
space for playout synchronization consists of three almost
orthogonal design criteria with two main choices in each
dimension. The first decision is, whether the systems have
an explicit common understanding of time or not. In the
former case, some kind of clock synchronization takes
place. The presentation time of a MDU can be calculated
from an absolute or relative timestamp carried with every
unit. If no clock synchronization takes place, playout
synchronization can be achieved based on buffer control
mechanisms. The second criterion is the location of
synchronization actions (source or receiver). The third
dimension distinguishes the methods that are used
to correct asynchrony. Restoring synchronization could
be done either by speeding up or slowing down the
presentation or generation of MDUs, or by stuffing—well
known method from bit or byte synchronization which
means duplicating/deleting MDUs or pausing/skipping
MDUs, respectively)

Perez-Luque and Little [23] develop a uniform, theore-
tical foundation for discussing multimedia synchroniza-
tion and temporal specification. A temporal reference
framework is proposed, focused on time models and it is
used to compare some existing temporal specification
schemes and their relationships to multimedia synchro-
nization. That analysis explains why there are so many
synchronization frameworks, how a multimedia scenario
can be represented with different temporal specification
schemes, and why some specification schemes cannot
model all scenarios.

The classification presented by Ishibashi and Tasaka
[22] is the most comprehensive one we have found and
the one we have used as our starting point. In it only the
intra-stream and inter-stream techniques used in each
analyzed solution were taken into account, but address
only 1:1 and n:1 communication.

In our comparative study, we have also included
solutions for communications for 1:n and n:m commu-
nication and added new inter-stream synchronization
solutions (previous (not considered in [22]) and later
ones), such as those presented in [8,24–29,30,31] (some
of them developed by the authors of this paper)
[2,3,5,9,10–15,19,32–68]; and new versions of algorithms
included in the original comparative survey, such as the
ones in [5,38,69,70–75]. For example, in [69,72], the
synchronization maestro scheme (SMS) for group syn-
chronization, employed together with the virtual time
rendering (VTR) media synchronization algorithm [76] has
been enhanced so that the SMS scheme can be used
efficiently in a P2P-based system and in a networked real-
time game with collaborative work, respectively. Likewise,
in [77], the scheme SMS and the distributed control
scheme (DSC, defined in [47]), both used for group
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synchronization, have also been enhanced, by taking into
account the importance of the media objects.

In [20], the authors present (in Spanish language) a
preliminary and shorter survey with 28 studied solutions.
In this paper, we have completed and updated that survey
with many new synchronization solutions (up to 53) and
with new techniques and parameters to compare. In [22],
we found eight algorithms that only included intra-stream
synchronization. Those solutions and some others, which
the authors have not been able to get, have not been
included in this new study. Moreover, as an additional
contribution, we have added other factors to the original
comparative survey that we consider very relevant in the
classification (for example, whether or not the solution
uses a new specific protocol with new control messages or
whether it uses a standard protocol, such as RTP/RTCP;
whether it uses feedback from the receivers; the included
group synchronization techniques, etc.). Another contri-
bution has been the inclusion of the group synchroniza-
tion approaches in the study (not included in [22]), such
as the ones presented in [10,11,14,15,26,30,31,41–48,53,61,
67–69,72,78]).

One of the main aims of the paper is to present only
a qualitative comparative study, and not a quantitative
comparative one, because the relations between the
solutions we have found are not clear enough. One of the
main reason is that the situations and environments those
solutions have been developed for are very different.
Moreover, no standard measurements have been defined
to evaluate objectively the multimedia synchronization
performance of the techniques. Nowadays, the quantitative
relationships between the solutions seem quite chaotic.
3. Example of group and inter-stream synchronization
algorithm

In this section, our proposal for multimedia group and
inter-stream synchronization is qualitatively described as
an example. More details regarding our solution and other
components can be found in [30,31]. It is based on two
previous protocols: the Feedback Protocol [79–84] and the
Feedback Global Protocol [38]. The proposal, which uses the
existing RTP/RTCP protocol suite (already used in most
of the current multimedia applications for data transport
and control), supposes the intra-stream synchronization is
guaranteed by some technique (for example, one of the
solutions classified in [17]) maintaining a correct and
continuous playout of each multimedia stream (regardless
of its nature), and includes two synchronization processes
(group and inter-stream):
(1)
 Group Synchronization. This process has two phases:
an initial phase in which all the receivers should start
the playout of one of the streams (considered as the
master stream), at the same instant (Initial Playout

Instant); and then, the second phase, in which all the
receivers should play that stream synchronously as
continuously as possible.
(2)
 Inter-stream Synchronization. Inside each receiver
there is an internal or local synchronization process
between all the playout processes of all the streams
the receiver is playing. This process is also called
multimedia fine inter-stream synchronization. The play-
out processes of the other streams (considered as
slave) will synchronize to the one of the master stream
(also involved in the group synchronization process).
This process will maintain the temporal relationships
(the same as the ones existing at the generation time)
between streams during the playout in each receiver.
A global time reference exists in all the sources and
receivers (acquired, for example, using the NTP or GPS
devices).

The set up is shown in Fig. 5. As it looks a bit confusing,
we have divided it into several figures to make it clearer
(Figs. 6–9).

In Fig. 6, we can appreciate the existence of a
transmission (multicast or unicast), of several multimedia
streams, using RTP (for data transmission) and RTCP (for
control and feedback information transmission), from one
or several sources to one or several receivers (our solution
is general and covers the case in which a unique source
sends multiple streams to one or several receivers). One of
the streams has been chosen as the master stream (thicker
lines and arrows) and, moreover, we have selected one
receiver as the master receiver (dark in the figure), whose
master stream playout point in every moment will be
taken as the reference to determine the state (advanced
or delayed form that one) of the playout of the other
receivers (slave receivers). The master receiver can be
selected taking into account several criteria beyond the
scope of this paper [30,31].

Taking into account the RTCP feedback messages, the
proposed synchronization algorithm, which will be exe-
cuted at the master stream source (called Synchronizer

Source), will use the feedback RTCP RR packets [85] which
are extended [85] to include information useful for our
algorithm, and new defined RTCP APP packets [85], used
to determine and communicate the playout state of the
master stream, both in and to all the receivers, respec-
tively. In this way, the Synchronizer Source will be able to
know the state of the playout processes during the
session. This process is shown in Fig. 7.

The Synchronizer Source, when deviations (asynchro-
nies) are detected (receivers whose master stream playout
process is either advanced or delayed with respect to the
master receiver’s process) exceeding a threshold value, will
generate action messages to make them correct the master
stream playout, by skipping or pausing MDUs in the playout
processes. This way the synchronized master stream
playout in all the receivers (group synchronization, between
receivers) is guaranteed. This process is shown in Fig. 8.

Once the group synchronization between receivers
has been achieved regarding the master stream playout,
the proposal also has to guarantee the local inter-stream
synchronization (for example, lip-sync, [3–5]). For this
purpose, an internal inter-processes communication
channel can be used (for example, mbus [86], also used
in [28]). In each receiver, and locally, the playout process
of the master stream (synchronized with all the other
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receivers using the above group synchronization process)
will send its playout state periodically to the other slave
streams’ playout processes, to make them synchronize
their playout states with synchronization actions, such as
skips or pauses. This process is depicted in Fig. 9.

4. Synchronization techniques

Here, we present the main synchronization techniques
we have found in the most representative solutions
we have studied, classified into several categories. As
several techniques can be included in a specific solution,
each technique should be unique and indivisible (atomic),
i.e. with no different functions from the multimedia
synchronization point of view.

These techniques are summarized in Table 1. In Table 2,
the main characteristics of all the studied synchronization
solutions are presented, including the techniques each
solution uses (right column).

The names of the techniques are presented in italics.

4.1. Specific techniques for group synchronization

Three of the most common techniques for group
synchronization are: the master/slave receiver scheme, the
synchronization maestro scheme (SMS) and the distributed

control scheme (DCS).
In the master–slave receiver scheme (initially presented

in [78]), receivers are classified into a master receiver and
slave receivers. None of the slave receivers send any
feedback information about the timing of the playout
processes. It adjusts the playout timing of MDUs to that of
the master receiver. Only the master receiver sends (multi-
cast) its playout timing to all the other (slave) receivers.

The SMS (initially presented in [42]) is based on
the existence of a synchronization maestro (it can be the
source or one of the receivers) which gathers the infor-
mation on the playout processes from all the receivers and
corrects the playout timing among the receivers by
distributing control packets. In order to do this, each
receiver sends (unicast) the information to the maestro,
and the maestro sends (multicast) the corrected playout
timing. The author’s solution, presented in Section 3,
follows this scheme.

In the distributed control scheme (initially presented in
[47]), all the receivers can exchange (multicast) the control
packets or use timestamps in media packets to calculate
playout delays to achieve group synchronization. Each
receiver decides the reference playout timing from among
the output timing of itself and that of the other receivers. In
[47,48], a distributed control scheme is proposed, which
adaptively keeps the temporal and causal relationships
according to the network load under distributed control. For
group synchronization, the scheme adopts a group syn-
chronization algorithm, which is called the distributed

control scheme. In [11], a bucket synchronization mechan-
ism is presented. In [53], the use of a local-lag and a
timewarp algorithm is proposed to avoid inconsistencies
between users in a replicated consinuous application (e.g., a
network game application).
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Table 1
Synchronization techniques

Technique’s purpose

Location Technique

Basic

Control

Source

control

Add information useful for

synchronization (timestamps, sequence

numbers (identifiers) event information

and/or source identifiers.)

Receiver

control

Buffering techniques

Preventive

Control

Source

control

Initial playout instant calculation

Deadline-based transmission scheduling

Interleave MDUs of different media

streams in only one transport stream

Receiver

control

Preventive skips of MDUs (eliminations

or discardings) and/or preventive pauses

of MDUs (repetitions, insertions or

stops)

Change the buffering waiting time of the

MDUs

Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of

the streams

Reactive

Control

Source

control

Adjust the transmission timing

Decrease the number of media streams

transmitted

Drop low-priority MDUs

Receiver

control

Reactive skips (eliminations or

discardings) and/or reactive pauses

(repetitions, insertions or stops)

Make playout duration extensions or

reductions (playout rate adjustments)

Use of a virtual time with contractions or

expansions

Master/slave scheme (switching or not)

Late event discarding (Event-based)

Rollback techniques (Event-based)

Common

Control

Source

control

Skip or pause MDUs in the transmission

process

Advance the transmission timing

dynamically

Adjust the input rate

Media Scaling

Receiver

control

Adjust the playout rate

Data interpolation

F. Boronat et al. / Information Systems 34 (2009) 108–131116
We can also classify the above schemes into centra-
lized and distributed control schemes. The former
schemes have their own advantages and disadvantages.
For instance, they can more easily preserve causality and
there is less possibility of inconsistency of state among the
session members (receivers) occurring than with distrib-
uted control schemes. However, they have larger network
delays, lower reliability and poorer scalability. Therefore,
distributed control is also desirable for causality and
media synchronization. In [47], the advantages and
disadvantages of the SMS and the distributed control

scheme are discussed in terms of reliability, control speed,
control overhead, etc. In [77] both schemes for group
synchronization have been enhanced by taking into
account the importance of the media objects, for its
application in networked virtual environments. In that
work, the concept of global importance (importance which
is judged from a point of view of all the users (receivers) in
the virtual environment) is introduced in addition to the
local importance (importance which is judged from a
viewpoint of each user and used to change the intra-
stream and inter-stream synchronization accuracy).

In [69,72] the SMS for group synchronization, em-
ployed together with the VTR media synchronization
algorithm [76] has been enhanced so that that scheme
can be used efficiently in a P2P-based system and in
a networked real-time game with collaborative work,
respectively. Likewise, in [77] the SMS and the DSC
schemes, both used for group synchronization, also have
been enhanced, by taking into account the importance of
the media objects.

In [87], the three above schemes, based on the VTR
algorithm, have been evaluated in a quite simple Multicast
Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MMAHN).

4.2. Generic synchronization techniques

Although many ways to classify the synchronization
techniques can be found, we have chosen, and extended,
the ones described by Ishibashi and Tasaka [22] and Liu
[50], based on each techniques’ purpose and the locations
at which they are employed. We classify the synchroniza-
tion techniques into four groups:
(a)
 Basic control techniques, needed in most of the
solutions and essential to preserve the temporal
structures.
(b)
 Preventive control techniques, needed to avoid the
asynchrony (situation of out of synchrony), before it
appears.
(c)
 Reactive control techniques, needed to recover from
asynchrony after it has been detected.
(d)
 Common control techniques, which can be used for
both prevent (prevention) and/or correct (reaction)
situations of asynchrony.
Any one of these techniques, either alone or in
combination with others, can be employed to achieve
the desired synchronization for a targeted application. In
most of the solutions, the Basic Control techniques are
usually complemented, at the same time, with preventive
and/or reactive control techniques. The preventive control
techniques cannot usually avoid completely the appear-
ance of asynchrony, so the combination with reactive
control techniques is also needed.

Generally, the above synchronization techniques can
be applied at the source (multimedia server) and/or the
receiver. On the one hand, some control techniques
are always needed at the receiver side because of the
existence of network jitter. On the other hand, control
techniques at the source side need feedback information
from the receivers or from the network to let the source/s
know the synchronization and/or network QoS in each
moment to proceed consequently. In some techniques,
source/s and receivers cooperate to control the synchro-
nization processes. We divide the above four techniques
into two groups according to their location (source or
receiver), as in [16]. In some solutions for mobile
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Table 2
Multimedia inter-stream and group synchronization solutions

NAME Clock Delay

limits

MDU

generation

Stored or

live

contents

Intra, inter and

group

synchronization

Group

syncronization

techniques

Master/Slave

(M/S)

Feedback

utilization

Synchr.

information

Location RTP use Synchronization

techniques

ACME [93] Global – Periodical Both Intra and inter – M/S streams

and without

relationship

– Timestamps Receiver No Reactive skips and pauses

Virtual time expansion

Transmission rate

adjustments

Playout rate adjustments

Data interpolation

[91,92] Global

or

local

– Periodical Stored Inter – Without

relationship

Yes (but not

used for

synch.)

Seq. number Receiver No Decreasing the number of

media streams

Preventive and reactive

skips (discardings) and

pauses (duplicates) to

change the playout rate

MDU insertions

[95] Global Known Periodical Live Inter – Without

relationship

No Seq. number Source and

receiver

No Decreasing the number of

media streams

Reactive skips and pauses

FP [79–84] Local Known Periodical Stored Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source and

receiver

No Skips and pauses at source

side

MCP [67,68] Global – Periodical

and no

Periodical

Inter and group Token-based – No Timestamps Seq.

number context

information

Receiver No Skips and pauses at

receiver side

MDU discarding

[18,57,58] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Stored Intra and inter – Without

relationship

No Seq. number Source and

receiver

No Initial transmission and

playout instants

Deadline-based

transmission scheduling

Insertion of

synchronization points

(coarse synchronization)

Reactive skips and pauses

Fsp [36] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Both Inter – – No Timestamps Receiver No Playout duration

extensions or reductions

VTR

[70,71,73,74,76,78,90]

Global

and

local

Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Both Intra and inter

and group [78]

M/S receiver

scheme [78]

M/S streams Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source and

receiver

In

[70,71,74]

Change of the buffering

time according to the

delay estimation

Decreasing the number of

media streams

Preventive pauses

Reactive skips and pauses

Skips at the source side

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

Virtual local time

expansions or

contractions

Media scaling

Interleaving MDUs [73,74]
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Table 2 (continued )

NAME Clock Delay

limits

MDU

generation

Stored or

live

contents

Intra, inter and

group

synchronization

Group

syncronization

techniques

Master/Slave

(M/S)

Feedback

utilization

Synchr.

information

Location RTP use Synchronization

techniques

ASP [2,62] Global – – Both Intra and inter – M/S streams – Timestamps Receiver No Initial transmission and

playout instant

Reactive skips and pauses

(duplicates)

Change of the buffering

time according to the

delay estimation

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

Master/slave switching

Playout rate adjustment

Concord Algorithm

[63]

Global

and

local

Known Periodical – Intra and inter – M/S streams

and without

relationship

– Timestamp in

1st packet or

especial packets

– No MDU discarding

– – Pauses in the slave stream

playout

[94] Local Unknown – Both Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source and

receiver

No Transmission and playout

rate adjustments

Skips and pauses at source

site

Reactive skips and pauses

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

Late MDU discarding

[26] Global Known – – Intra, inter and

group

Distributed

control scheme

M/S streams – Timestamp in

1st packet

– No Initial transmission and

playout instant

M/S

receivers

(chairman)

Playout rate adjustments

(receiver’s clock)

Master/slave receiver

swhitching (chairman)

[27] – Known – Stored – – Without

relationship

No Playout deadline Source No Deadline-based

transmission scheduling

[8,29] Local Unknown – Stored Intra and inter – Without

relationship

Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source and

receiver

Optional. Initial transmission

instant synchronization to

achieve, subsequently, the

initial playout instant

synchronization

Playout duration

extensions

Preventive skips and

pauses at source side

MultiSynch [96] – – Periodical – Intra and inter – Without

relationship

– Timestamps Receiver No Reactive skips

(discardings) and pauses

Low priority MDU

dropping

[4] Global Unknown Periodical Live Intra and inter – M/S streams

and without

relationship

– Timestamps Receiver Yes Master/slave switching

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

SSP [89] Local Known Periodical

and no

Periodical

Stored – – – Only at the

initial stage

Timestamps Source and

receiver

No Initial playout instant

Deadline-based

transmission scheduling
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Low priority MDU

dropping

Preventive skips (selective

discardings) and pauses

(duplicates) or deliberated

delays

Virtual time expansion

[6] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Without

distinction

Intra and inter – Without

relationship

– Timestamps Receiver No Reactive skips

(discarding) and pauses

[99] Global Known Periodical Stored Intra and inter – M/S streams

and without

relationship

– Timestamps (in

some MDUs)

Source and

receiver

No Reactive skips and pauses

at source and/or receiver

side

[64] Local Unknown – Both Inter – – Yes Timestamps Source

(Synchronization

Server)

No Skips and pauses at source

side

MSTP [100] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Both Inter – M/S streams – Seq. number.

Seq. number of

the master

stream MDU to

synchronize

with

Receiver No Reactive skips and pauses

in slave streams’ playout

Slave streams MDU

discarding

Late MDU discarding

[101] Local Unknown

(maximum

Jitter)

Periodical – Inter – Without

relationship.

Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source No Skips and pauses (noise

MDU insertion) at source

side

[98] Local Known Periodical Both Intra and inter – M/S streams No – Receiver No Reactive skips and pauses

Master/slave switching

SMS [14,15,41–46,72] Global Known Periodical

and no

Periodical.

Both ([78]

for stored

and [41]

for live)

Group (VTR is

used for Intra

and inter)

Synchronization

maestro scheme

M/S streams Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver No VTR [76] techniques

M/S

receivers

Initial transmission

instant (only in [42])

[5,60] Local – Periodical Stored Inter – M/S streams Yes Timestamps Source and

receiver

No Initial transmission rate

adjustment

Playout rate adjustments

Skips and pauses

Slave stream’s MDU

discarding

[12–14] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Stored Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Seq. number Receiver No Initial playout instant

Late and useless/

redundant MDU

discarding

Reactive skips and pauses

in slave streams’ playout

Master/slave switching

[97] Local Unknown Periodical Both Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Seq. number Receiver No Playout rate adjustments

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

Reactive skips

(discardings) and pauses

(duplicates)

[88] – – Periodical Both Intra and inter – M/S streams No Seq. number

Synchr. marker

Receiver No Reactive skips and pauses

Playout rate adjustments
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Table 2 (continued )

NAME Clock Delay

limits

MDU

generation

Stored or

live

contents

Intra, inter and

group

synchronization

Group

syncronization

techniques

Master/Slave

(M/S)

Feedback

utilization

Synchr.

information

Location RTP use Synchronization

techniques

BS [11] Global Known Periodical

and no

Periodical

Live Inter and group Distributed

control scheme

Without

relationship

No Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver Yes Skips (discardings) and

pauses (duplicates)

Late events are dropped

[54–56] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Stored Intra and inter – – Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source and

receiver

Yes Transmission (or playout)

rate adjustments

Low priority MDU

dropping.

Late MDU discarding.

Playout rate adjustments.

Dynamic playout

scheduling

[7] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

Periodical

Live Intra and inter – M/S streams No Timestamps Receiver No Reactive skips and pauses

Virtual time expansion

and contraction

Master/slave switching

DCS [47,48] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Group (VTR is

used for Intra

and inter)

Distributed

control scheme

M/S streams No (Timing

information

exchange

between

receivers)

Timestamps Receiver No VTR [76] techniques

Playout rate adjustments

PARK [39,40] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Stored Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Seq. number Source and

receiver

No Initial transmission

instant

Transmission rate

adjustments

Late slave streams’ MDU

discarding

Reactive skips and pauses

in slave streams’ playout

Master/slave switching

[25] – Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Stored Intra and inter – – No – Source – Deadline-based

transmission scheduling

Initial transmission

instant

Transmission rate

adjustments.

Low priority MDU

dropping (by source)

[37] Global

or

local

Known Periodical

and no

periodical

Live Intra and inter – – Only at the

initial stage

– Receiver No MDU discarding

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

(reduction of the silent

periods duration and ‘Gap’

insertion)
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RVTR [75] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source (retrans.)

and receiver

Yes VTR [76] techniques

Playout duration

extension or reduction

FGP [38] Global Known Periodical Both Intra and inter – M/S streams Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver No Reactive skips and pauses

[49] Global Unknown Periodical Live Intra and inter – – Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver Yes Playout rate adjustments

RTP-FGP [30,31] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Inter and group Synchronization

maestro scheme

M/S streams Yes Timestamps

Source id.

Source and

receiver

Yes Initial playout instant

M/S

receivers

Reactive skips and pauses

at the receiver side

Playout rate adjustment

Virtual time expansion

Master/slave receiver

switching (group

synchronization)

ALPSMS [66] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Inter – Without

relationship

– Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver No Change of the buffering

time according to the

delay estimation

Late MDU discarding

[35] – Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Inter – M/S streams Yes Event number

Timestamps

Source and

receiver

– Event-based

synchronization control

(no time-based control is

used)

Late MDU discarding

MoSync [32–34] Local Unknown

(but Jitter

bounded)

Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Intra and inter – Without

relationship

Yes Timestamps Seq.

number server/

source number

Source, network

base station and

mobile receiver

– Initial transmission

instant

Deadline-based

transmission scheduling

(achieved by adopting

various transfer rates)

Dynamic playout

scheduling

[50–52] Local Unknown Periodical Live Intra and inter – M/S streams No Timestamps Receiver Yes Virtual local time

expansions or

contractions

MDU playout duration

extensions or reductions

Reactive skips

LSA [3] – – Periodical Both Inter – M/S streams No Timestamps Receiver – Playout rate adjustments

LL-TW [53] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Live Group Distributed

control scheme

– No Timestamps Receiver – Event-based

synchronization control

Playout duration

extension

Rollback-based

techniques

[19] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Intra and inter – – No Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver Yes Dynamic playout

scheduling

Late MDU discarding

TSS [10] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Live Inter and group Distributed

control scheme

– No Timestamps Receiver – Event-based

synchronization control

Playout duration

extension

Rollback-based

techniques
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Table 2 (continued )

NAME Clock Delay

limits

MDU

generation

Stored or

live

contents

Intra, inter and

group

synchronization

Group

syncronization

techniques

Master/Slave

(M/S)

Feedback

utilization

Synchr.

information

Location RTP use Synchronization

techniques

ILA [61] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Group Distributed

control scheme

– No Timestamps Receiver – Event-based

synchronization control

Preventive MDU/event

discarding

Reactive events discarding

[9] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Intra and inter – – No Timestamps Seq.

number

Receiver – Initial transmission and

playout instants

Reactive skips and pauses

(silences for audio)

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

Late MDU discarding

[24] Local Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Stored

(video and

metadata)

Inter – M/S streams No Synchronization

information in

MDUs

Source and

receiver

– Periodical insertion of

synchronized information

in the video stream to

achieve media

synchronization of video

and metadata

Skips and pauses

ESMS [69] Global Known Periodical

and no

periodical

Both Intra and group

(VTR for intra)

Synchronization

maestro scheme

M/S

receivers

Yes Timestamps Seq.

number

Source and

Receiver

No Skipping and VTR [76]

techniques for intra-

stream synchronization

Same techniques than in

SMS [14], but with two

reference output timings

and different methods

[28] Global Unknown Periodical Live Intra and inter – M/S streams No Timestamps Receiver Yes Preventive modification of

the length of the silent

periods for intra-stream

synchronization

Coarse synchronization at

the beginning of a

talkspurt

Playout duration

extensions or reductions

M/S streams switching

ECSA [65] Global Unknown Periodical

and no

periodical

Live Inter – M/S streams No Event

information

Timestamps

Source and

receiver

– Event-based

synchronization control

Rollback-based

techniques

ACME, abstractions for continuous media; ALPSMS, application-level protocol for synchronized multimedia sessions; ASP, application synchronization protocol; BS, bucket synchronization; DSC, distributed

control scheme; ECSA, event correlation synchronization algorithm; FGP, feedback global protocol; FP, feedback protocol; FSP, flow synchronization protocol; ILA, interactivity-loss avoidance; LL-TW, local-lag and

timewarp algorithms; LSA, lip-synchronization algorithm; MCP, multi-flow conversation protocol; MoSync, mobile synchronization algorithm; MSTP, multimedia synchronization transport protocol; PARK,

paused-and-run k-stream multimedia synchronization control scheme; RTP-FGP, RTP-based feedback-global protocol; RVTR, retransmission with VTR; SMS, synchronization maestro scheme; SSP, stream

synchronization protocol; TSS, trailing state synchronization; VTR, virtual time rendering algorithm.
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environments, some techniques described for sources in
this paper are used by local base stations in the cells
where the mobile receiver is located (as in [32–34]).

4.2.1. Basic control techniques

Basic control, which consists of appending synchroni-
zation information (timestamp, sequence number, etc.) to
MDUs and buffering the data at the receiver side, is
essential for all algorithms. The following techniques have
been found in all the solutions we have found.
(a)
 Source control
The basic control techniques executed by the source
can consist of introducing some information useful for

synchronization in the headers of the MDUs, such as
timestamps, sequence numbers (identifiers), sequence

marking (streamlined time stamps), event information

and/or source identifiers (see column ‘Synchr. Informa-

tion’ in Table 2). The use of timestamps is not needed
when, for example, the generation of MDUs is period-
ical, and the use of only sequence numbers would be
sufficient.
Moreover, in some cases, the source can include
temporal or event marks to force the inter-stream
resynchronization at specific instants of time in the
playout process (we call this process Coarse [38,57–59,
76,88] or Event [10,11,35,53,61,65] synchronization).
In the example presented in Section 3, the solution
uses timestamps and sequence numbers, included in
RTP/RTCP packets’ headers.
(b)
 Receiver control
Nearly all the solutions use buffering techniques at the
receiver side. The reception buffers are used to keep
MDUs until their playout instants arrive, according to
certain synchronization information, and to smooth
out the effects of the network jitter.
4.2.2. Preventive control techniques

Preventive control consists of techniques used to avoid
asynchrony. We have found the following ones, according
to their location.
(a)
 Source control
For stored media content, source usually will be able
to transmit MDUs according some synchronization
information (for example, timestamps). This techni-
que is used in most of the studied solutions. The
source can draw up a schedule for transmission
according to deadline times [25,27,32–34,57–59,89],
but this technique is only valid for stored content
transmission. We call this technique deadline-based

transmission scheduling. If the source is able to know,
for each MDU, its size, deadline transmission and the
network delay limits (maximum and minimum delays
or at least the probability distribution function of the
delay), it will be able to schedule the transmission of
MDUs according to those temporal requirements. In
[32] both the server and local base station (wireless
environment) schedule the transmission of MDUs.
Boukerche et al. propose that the closest base station
can schedule the packets for the playout of MDUs
on the mobile receiver in several queuing policies
(a FIFO [32], PQ, RR or WFQ [34] orders) according to
the network conditions and applications’ require-
ments.
Another technique to prevent asynchrony consists of
the initial transmission and/or playout instant calcula-

tion. As we explained above (example in Section 3),
the source can prevent from an initial asynchrony
situation at the starting of the playout of the different
media streams. It can do it by calculating the initial

playout instant of the presentation (common for all the
receivers and streams) and communicating it to all the
receivers before the transmission of media streams
starts. So, all the receivers will start the playout at the
same time. The initial playout instant calculation
technique has been used in [2,8,9,12–14,26,29–31,
57–59,62,89]. The initial transmission instant calcula-
tion technique has been used in [2,8,9,25,29,32–34,39,
40,47,57–59,62].
The source can also use a technique based on
interleaving MDUs of different media streams in only
one transport stream (as in [73,74]). This technique
improves the inter-stream synchronization quality but
may degrade the intra-stream synchronization quality
in those streams sensitive to network jitter.
(b)
 Receiver control
In some cases, the receiver’s playout process will do
preventive skips of MDUs (eliminations or discardings)

and/or preventive pauses of MDUs (repetitions or

insertions) depending on the playout buffer’s size
[16,61,70,71,73,74,76,78,89–92]. It is also possible to
insert dummy (noise) data, instead of ‘pausing’

(or stopping) the playout process. When using multi-
level coding systems, such as MPEG, the receiver can
discard some MDUs with low priority (e.g., B-frames
in MPEG), according to the receiver buffer occupation.
If the receiver can estimate the network delay
experienced by the MDUs, it may change the buffering

waiting time of them [76,2,62,66]. Some authors
propose to enlarge or shorten the silence periods of
the audio streams of the applications [28]. This
technique is not valid for musical applications, where
the silences are as important as the sounds.
4.2.3. Reactive control techniques

Reactive control is used to recover synchronization
after asynchrony occurs. Approaches such as reactive
skipping and pausing, shortening/extending playback
duration and virtual local time contraction or expansion
(referred as virtual local time control hereafter) all belong
to reactive control. We have found the following reactive
techniques:
(a)
 Source control
On the one hand, the source can adjust the transmis-

sion rate (timing) changing the transmission period. If
the source is capable of knowing the existing asyn-
chrony between the streams’ playout processes
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[5,9,25,39,40,54–56,60,93,94], it will be able to change
the transmission timing (for example, by changing the
transmission period or by skipping or pausing MDUs).
For example, in the PARK3 approach [39,40], according
to a TCP-like scheme, (a) the source could quickly
decrease its transmission rate when network conges-
tion is detected in order to release the congestion
situation; (b) the source could slowly increase its
transmission rate when the network congestion is
released in order to utilize available bandwidth as
much as possible.
On the other hand, if the source detects that recovery
of synchrony is difficult for the receiver, it can decrease

the number of media streams transmitted [70,71,73,74,
76,78,90–92,95]. For example, in audio and video
synchronization case, if asynchrony is detected and
this situation persists, the source could stop the
transmission of the video stream temporarily, and,
so, when it detects the receiver has recovered, the
source could restart the transmission of the video
stream.
When using multilevel coding systems, such as MPEG,
the source can drop low-priority MDUs (for instance,
B-frames in MPEG), as in [4,25,54–56,89], according to
some QoS parameters, such as the network congestion
or MDU loss rates.
(b)
 Receiver control
From the receiver point of view, it can take some
actions for recovering from detected asynchrony
situations. On the one hand, the most popular
technique, due to its easy implementation, and used
by the solution described in Section 3, consists of
reactive skips (eliminations or discardings) and/or

reactive pauses (repetitions or insertions). This techni-
que has been used by many authors. As an example,
we can cite the case in which a receiver detects the
playout point of the MDU it is processing has expired,
because it has arrived too late. Then, it can choose
between to playout it and discard consecutive MDUs
already received (for example, [2,7,15,62,70,71,73–76,
78,90,93,95]), or to discard it directly (for example
[9,12–14,19,30,31,35,39,40,54–56,66,96]). For audio
streams, to deal with loses and delayed MDUs,
a solution can be not to play anything [9]. In [66],
the MDUs of several streams sent at the same
instant (with the same timestamp) are considered
as a synchronous group, so the playout of a MDU of
a stream is stopped until the MDUs of other streams in
the same group do not reach the receiver.
4 The beginning of an utterance is defined as the moment when the
Experimental experience has demonstrated that abrupt
skipping or pausing can result in playout gaps. Such gaps
may dramatically degrade presentation effectiveness,
especially when lip-synchronization is involved.

Some authors (for example, [57–59]) use the following
nomenclature: blocking and restricted blocking policies.
In a Blocking Policy, for slow streams, i.e. streams in
Paused-and-run k-stream multimedia synchronization control

me.
which the MDUs do not arrive at the receiver in time to
meet their respective playout deadlines, the playout
process can be blocked or suspended, until the late MDU
arrives. In a restricted blocking policy, the playout
process blocks for a pre-specified period of time only,
while it waits for the current MDU to arrive. After the
waiting period with non-arrivals of late MDUs, it may
playout the most recent stored MDUs, skipping the late
MDUs altogether.

On the other hand, when receiver buffer starvation is
detected, to avoid playout gaps, the receiver can opt to
playout repeatedly the last MDU until the next one arrives
[30,31,57–59] or to make playout duration extensions or

reductions (playout rate adjustments) rather than abruptly
skipping or pausing the presentation. To gradually recover
from an asynchrony situation without degrading the
playout quality (not noticed by application end users),
the receiver can shorten or extend the playout duration of
each MDU until the synchronization has been recovered
[2–5,8–10,26,28–31,36,37,41,48–56,60,62,70,71,73–76,78,
88,90,93,94,97]. If the duration is shortened, it implies an
acceleration in the playout (fast-forwarding), but without
skips of MDUs, meanwhile an extension of the duration
implies to slow down the playout (but without MDUs
repetitions). This technique is also used to adapt the
playout of a stream to the playout of another stream
(inter-stream synchronization). In the case of voice
streams, and in specific applications, only the playout
of the MDUs of silent periods could be shortened or
extended to affect as little as possible to the quality
perceived by the users.

The extension of the playout duration technique is
similar to the use of preventive pauses, because the latter
can be made by enlarging the output or playout time of
the MDUs. Nevertheless, the former is a reactive technique
while the latter is preventive.

Some authors propose the use of a virtual time with

contractions or expansions to get the desired synchroniza-
tion. This way the MDUs are played using a virtual time
axis different from the real-time axis. This technique has
been used in many proposals [7,15,22,30,31,50–52,70,71,
73–76,78,89,90,93]. Virtual time expands or contracts
according to the amount of delay jitter of the received
MDUs.

In [3], timestretching the audio at the beginning of each
utterance4 is proposed for lip-synchronized videoconfer-
ence systems. The audio stream can be time-stretched
by re-sampling and interpolating the original audio
packet.

For example, in Fig. 10, the playout of stream A and
stream B becomes asynchronous at instant t0 after MDU
30. The receiver recovers resynchronization control at
point t1 such that the presentation becomes synchronous
when MDU 37 of both streams is being played out at the
same time. The stream A playout process has played
audio volume exceeds a silence threshold, the maximum measured

audio volume when the user is not talking. The end of an utterance is

defined as the moment when the audio volume is less than the silence

threshold [3].
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out duplicated MDUs and has adjusted the playout rate,
whereas the stream B playout process has stopped its
playout during a short interval of time (silence).

Normally, to obtain an inter-stream synchronization, a
master/slave scheme is used, defining one of the streams
as the master stream, and considering the others as the
slave streams (as in the example described in Section 3
[2–5,7,12–14,24,26,28,30,31,35,38–41,48,50–52,60,62,63,
65,69–71,73–76,78–84,88,90,93,94,97–100]. There are
some proposals in which the master and slave roles are
exchanged dynamically, allowing master–slave switching
[2,4,7,12–14,28,30,31,39,40,62,77,98]. This way, when the
asynchrony of a slave stream exceeds a threshold value,
the receiver can switch the roles, and consider that stream
as the new master one, making the needed required
adaptations. In [77], the master role is switched between
streams according to their global importance in virtual
environments.

Also in group synchronization, a master/slave schema
can be used but regarding the receivers [15,26,30,31
,43,78]. The master receiver playout timing is taken as
the reference for updating the playout timings of the
other receivers (slaves). As in the above case, in some
algorithms the roles can be switched between receivers
[26,30,31].

Fig. 11 shows an example of a master/slave inter-
stream synchronization control. When the playout pro-
cess of the slave stream ends its playout at a synchroniza-
tion point and the playout process of the master stream
has not finished yet, the playout process of the slave
stream pauses, repeating the playout of the last MDU, or
stopping its playout (blocking) until the master stream
playout process finishes (Fig. 11a). When a slave stream
playout process has not played some MDUs (because they
have not arrived yet or because they arrived too late), and
the master stream playout process has already finished its
playout at a synchronization point, the slave stream
playout process discards the late MDUs to maintain
synchronization with the master stream playout process
(Fig. 11b).

Ishibashi et al. [77] carried out subjective and objective
assessment of the lip-synchronization quality of nine
receiver-based synchronization control schemes, which
consist of combinations of the following four reactive
control techniques: skipping, discarding, shortening and
extension of output duration, and virtual time contraction
and expansion. In this paper, those nine schemes are used
for inter-stream synchronization purposes, whereas the
VTR algorithm [76] is used for intra-stream synchroniza-
tion. They conclude that a scheme which uses the short-
ening and extension of output duration and the virtual time
contraction and expansion together for voice and the
shortening and extension of output duration for video
produces the best quality of lip-synchronization. They also
confirmed that the skipping and discarding control is not
suited to voice.

On the other hand, in [10,11,35,53,61,65], the concept
of event-synchronization is introduced (in [35], the case
of a tele-robotic system is presented, but this kind of
synchronization is usually used in networked game
applications). It is similar to inter-stream synchronization,
but it uses event-based action reference instead of the
time. Therefore, event-synchronization control is coarser-
grained than inter-stream synchronization [100]. In order
to keep a consistent view of the state of the application,
some mechanisms to guarantee a global ordering of
events are necessary. This can either be done by avoiding
disordering (by waiting for all possible events to arrive),
or by having mechanisms to detect and correct disorder-
ing. To achieve this goal, conservative and optimistic
synchronization algorithms have been devised. These
algorithms usually consist of a collection of logical
processes that communicate by exchanging timestamped
messages or events. In conservative algorithms [11],
receivers are not allowed to advance their virtual clocks
until all other receivers have acknowledged that they have
completed the computation for the current time period. It
is impossible for inconsistencies to occur since no receiver
performs calculations until it has the same exact informa-
tion as everyone else. Unfortunately, with this scheme it is
impossible to guarantee any relationship between virtual
time (game time) and wall-clock time. Optimistic algo-
rithms [10,35,53,61,65] execute events before they know
for sure that no earlier events could arrive, and then repair
inconsistencies when they are wrong. Algorithms of this
type are far better suited to interactive situations (i.e.
networked games). In contrast to conservative approaches
that avoid violations of the local causality constraint,
optimistic methods allow violations to occur, but are able
to detect and recover from potential inconsistency. We
can find several different reactive techniques: receivers
can discard late events [11] or use rollback techniques,
such as maintaining late events and using them to
compensate for inconsistency at the receiving end (in
the Timewarp algorithm [53] this can cause an extra
overhead in terms of memory space and computation for
inconsistency compensation). In [53] Rollback based

techniques are also exploited to reestablish the consistency
of the game state. Copies of the states are maintained after
command executions and events received after their
playout time are stored locally instead of being dropped
and used to compensate for the inconsistency among
receivers’ views. Then, visual rendering of significant
events can be delayed (to avoid inconsistencies if correc-
tions occur). The problem, in this case, is that the use of
these realignment techniques may further impact on the
responsiveness of the system. Trailing State Synchroniza-
tion (TSS [10]) is another optimistic synchronization
algorithm, which uses dynamically changing states as the

source of rollbacks as opposed to static snapshots, which is
the fundamental difference between it and Timewarp
[53]. It maintains several instances of the applications
running with different synchronization delays. In [61], a
proactive event discarding mechanism relying on the
discrimination of obsolete events is used (obsolete events
are discarded with a probability depending on the level
of interactivity). In TSS inconsistencies are detected
by detecting when the leading state and the correct
state diverge, and are corrected at that point. In [65],
state rollback is executed only when there exists an
event whose timestamp is within the rollback time and
the event is related with others that should be executed
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after it but has been previously performed (correlated
events).
4.2.4. Common control techniques

We have found several techniques that can be used as a
means to prevent (preventive) or correct (reactive)
asynchrony, from the source or the receiver side.
(a)
 Source control
Some authors [8,25,29,76,80] propose that the source
skips or pauses MDUs in the transmission process,
according to feedback information from the receivers
(to prevent and/or correct the asynchrony situations).
Moreover, the source could send empty MDUs, instead
of skipping, when the generation rate is lower than
the transmission rate [101].
When we consider stored contents [25], the source
can advance the transmission timing dynamically

depending on the network delay estimation (made by
both the source and/or the receivers). For example, the
timing can be advanced by skipping MDUs in the
transmission.
In [93], the adjustment of the input rate is proposed.
The source can vary the clock frequency of the input
device, according to the obtained synchronization
quality. In this work the interpolation of data is also
proposed to adjust the effective input rate.
Another technique that can be used is the Media

Scaling. Layered multicast is an example of it and more
or less streams can be transmitted depending on the
network conditions [74,102]. For example, the tem-
poral or spatial resolution of the video stream can be
changed depending on the network load.
(b)
 Receiver control
One of the techniques included in this Group is
the adjustment of the playout rate by modifying the
playout device’s clock frequency, according to the ob-
tained synchronization quality. In [2,62,93] the re-
ceivers adjust the playout rate according to the size of
the playout buffer.
In [93], another technique is proposed: the data

interpolation in the receiver side to adjust the effective
output rate. Table 1 summarizes all the techniques
described above.
5. Comparison

We have found numerous approaches to the modeling
and execution of multimedia synchronization scenarios.
Unfortunately, these approaches are difficult to compare
and evaluate due to their varied theoretical bases and
modeling techniques [23].

In Table 2 we summarize, chronologically ordered, all
the identified synchronization solutions, presenting the
above-described techniques, and other factors of interest,
such as the following ones:
�
 Clocks: Table indicates if the clock signal used by the
algorithm is globally synchronized (global reference)
or if it is available only locally (local reference).

�
 Network delay limits: The need for the solution to know

in advance these limits or their probability distribution
function is indicated.

�
 MDU generation periodicity: The solution can have been

developed to work with transmission of streams in
which the generation of MDUs is periodical or not.

�
 Stored or live contents: Some solutions have been

developed for transmission of stored content, live
content or for both content types.

�
 Synchronization type included in the solution (intra-

stream, inter-stream and/or group). In this case, as
mentioned before, only those solutions which include
inter-stream or group Synchronization have been
classified. Solutions for group synchronization were
not included in the classification presented in [22].
Those which only include intra-stream synchroniza-
tion have not been considered.

�
 Master/slave relationship: The existence of master/slave

relationships (between streams or receiver) is indi-
cated in the table.

�
 Group synchronization techniques: In the solutions

which include group synchronization techniques, the
technique/s included are also indicated (master/slave

receiver scheme, SMS and/or distributed control scheme).
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�
 Feedback utilization: Some solutions use feedback
information included in the messages sent back from
the receivers to the sources. The use of feedback
techniques for synchronization purposes is indicated.

�
 Synchronization information: The information useful

for synchronization included in the transmitted MDUs
(if there is any) is indicated.

�
 Location of the synchronization techniques: The location

of the synchronization techniques is important. The
synchronization control can be done by the source/s
or by the receiver/s.

�
 RTP use: New proposals use or allow the use of RTP/

RTCP protocol [85]. Older proposals do not use it.

�
 Synchronization techniques: The most representative

techniques included in each solution have been
indicated in the table.
In the first column (Name) we present the name the
authors assigned to their proposal and its main references.
If there is no name, we only put the references.

The gaps in the table indicate that the factor related to
the column is not considered or included by the solution
or, possibly, we have not found any mention of the use or
the inclusion of that factor in the references in which the
solution is described.

We can see that there are a large variety of synchro-
nization solutions, and they differ in terms of goals and
application scenarios. They have been defined for many
different conditions and environments; therefore, in each
one a different combination of several synchronization
techniques is used. It has not been an easy job to try to
find the relationships between them and to make the
qualitative comparison. Perez and Little [23] explain why
there are so many synchronization frameworks, how a
multimedia scenario can be represented with different
temporal specification schemes, and why some specifica-
tion schemes cannot model all scenarios.

The solution proposed by the authors [30,31], de-
scribed in Section 3 has been emphasized (in bold type).
6. Conclusions

In this paper, a comprehensive qualitative comparison
between the 53 most relevant multimedia synchronization
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solutions has been described. As far as the authors know
this is the largest one that has been published. It has
been done taking into account some critical issues in the
multimedia synchronization field. Once the three types of
multimedia synchronization (intra-stream, inter-stream
and group) and the main synchronization techniques have
been described, only those solutions that provide inter-
stream and group synchronization have been considered
in our survey. They have been studied and we have
specified which techniques are included in each solution.
All this information has been tabulated, with the solutions
chronologically ordered. For a better understanding of
the paper we have included our solution as an example
of multimedia group and inter-stream synchronization
proposal, which includes some of the described techni-
ques and uses modified standard protocols, such as RTP/
RTCP.

Although some of the references at the end of the
paper may appear dated, the authors have chosen to use
the references of the papers in which the solutions were
described for the first time. Many of the solutions have
been used and tested subsequently in new environments
by their authors and those papers have also been
referenced. As an example, among others, we have found
the VTR algorithm [76] being used (slightly enhanced in
some cases) recently in media synchronization between
voice and movement of avatars in networked virtual
environments [70], for group synchronization control for
haptic media in networked virtual environments [44,45],
in media games [48,69], in collaborative work scenarios
[45,69,71], for media synchronization in wireless net-
works [46,87], and in a remote haptic drawing system
[72]. Despite all these papers, we have maintained the
VTR’s original reference of 1995 [76].

Our main aim has not been to classify the solutions
from best to worst because, as discussed before, they
all differ in terms of goals and application scenarios
(each one has been developed and is suitable for specific
scenarios and application conditions). For this reason it is
difficult (if not impossible) to compare all the solutions
quantitatively. Moreover, in the references there are
papers in which we can find the evaluation in the specific
scenarios (some solutions have been evaluated and
compared with other solutions in the related papers—

hyphenated along the text of the paper). It would be very
complicated (if not impossible) to implement and evalu-
ate all them in the same scenario in order to compare the
results about efficiency or synchronization QoS. In many
cases we have only found a quite short paper describing
the solution. For this reason we have chosen some
objective issues that allow us to compare them, qualita-
tively at least.

In Table 2, the solutions have been ordered chronolo-
gically. A very important issue to emphasize is the fact
that most of the modern solutions use feedback and
time information (timestamps) included in the RTP/RTCP
protocols, as the authors’ proposal, described in Section 3,
does. Until RTP was chosen as an standard for the time-
dependent multimedia streams transmission protocol,
most of the solutions did not follow nor use any standard
protocol but defined new synchronization protocols with
new data packet formats including time information and
new control messages for feedback. Using RTP, the
solutions take advantage of the use of control RTCP report
packets for including feedback information or useful
information for multimedia synchronization purposes.
Modern solutions, as the ones described in [30,31,49],
use RTP/RTCP and, moreover, some old solutions have
been implemented subsequently using RTP (for example,
VTR in [74,75]).

Our main aim is that this comparison should be very
useful to new researchers in multimedia fields to under-
stand quickly the most common synchronization techni-
ques and which ones are used by each solution. Novel
researchers have a very valuable starting point to choose
and study the solutions they are interested in and to
develop new solutions using the described techniques
they choose.
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